KNIGHTS OF MECCASCIUS PREPARE FOR "BIG DAY"

Plan to Give Show Two Nights- Proceeds of Second to Be Used to Boost College "500 in 15" is Slogan

Other things besides the ground-breaking went into retirement last month. These other things were the news they had examinations on hand. Nothing like examinations to solve the problems in a race. But now quizzes, and exams and finals and all their brothers have passed and things that have been bickering off in the college of Applied Science in the few days before they went.

Most prominent of these are more plans for the annual spring celebration, now only a little more than a month off. A meeting of the Associated Students of Applied Science is scheduled for tomorrow night. In which a variety of points regarding the celebration will be called up. All the special committees will report and definite line of action is to be batted out. In all probability Resolutions, here, last year's accomplishments of the Associated Students and now an instructor in descriptive geometry in the college, will be desired to give a talk. He had charge of last year's celebration and is in a position to give some interesting pointers on the subject.

A new idea as to the manner of starting this year's show has been circulating around among the students. The idea is that the show will be a race. It is proposed to run the races two nights in succession this year, as annual the single performance of previous exhibitions. This is the plan:

PRIZE TO BE GIVEN WINNER OF CONTEST

President Bowman Offers Twenty-Five Dollars to Greater Ranking Friday-Tuesday Night

To the winner winning first place in the contest Tuesday night a prize of twenty-five dollars will be awarded by President Bowman. The main ranking first will also be Iowa's representative in the Northern Intercollegiate League contest held this year at Madison, Wisconsin. Of the seven colleges competing in this contest, Iowa will win second place last year, but again represent himself at Madison. This year the winner of second place will win:

(Continued on page two)
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Famous Athletes Named in Chicago-Lined up for Monday Night—Promise To Be Fast Game From Start to Finish—Chicago is Heavy

Chicagobound candidate with Wisconsin for conference basketball honors, will be the goal attraction of the local basketball roster tomorrow night when Pack's fast fouling wing will clash with Kent's Hawkeyes. Although the local quintet spread its defense the strength of the second string, there is reason for optimism when the bodies of the Hawkeyes are reviewed. These girls who are in the lead in all the women's activities have shown their approval of the league by becoming members. Each become the namesake of the boy, but their membership is not still open to those who are analogues to jobs. Besides the members of the class which she was connected, her condition was not considered serious only a few days ago, when she was reported much

NEW GYMNASTICS CLASS

A gymnastics class has been organized for men of the Graduate College and senior class E. A. The class will meet every Friday and Mondays at 4:10, and will start

(Continued on page four)

BOARDS MAKE CHANGE: DICK REGINS CAPTAIN

Gaylords to Appear Here for First Time in History—Biggest Loss of Football Captain

The resignation of Les Dick as football captain furnished the chieftains of the rival teams the opportunity of filling the board of control of athletics. Because this it was decided to play next year's game with Minnesota at Iowa City. This is a very unusual victory with Northwesterns. As that game will be played at Desmo-

1915 HAWKEYE WILL BE TRULY REPRESENTATIVE

Managers to Stage Big Tag Day Next Monday—To Give Best Leather Book to Any Body not Represented in Book

That the 1915 Hawkeyes will be truly representative in every respect is apparent from the guarantee of the managers and the editors, that not a single student is to be left out in the book. If anyone whose name appears in either the first or second semester's directory fails to find his name in the book, he is notified in the usual, the reward will be a beautifully bound leather copy, the $2.50 edition. Thus the annual will be representative not only of every department and college of the university but every individual student. It will be a comprehensive directory of every faculty member and one of the 2700 students at Iowa.

The pins of the book have been shown to many influential persons of the university and they have declared it to be the best at any average, annual. The book is to be Published 82 pages, making a total of 164 pages. The better quality of material throughout will be used, the specifications of the book having already been items in the Daily Iowan. The book of the University of Iowa will take rank with the best book of the Municipal collegiate book to every respect.

1915 Hawkeye will cost absolutely nothing to order a Hawkeye. The order signed "big tag day," Monday, single stand-

(Continued on page four)
CHINESE STUDENTS HOLD IMPORTANT MEETING

The Iowa chapter of the Chinese Students' Alliance held its first business meeting this last Friday evening at which several important questions were discussed concerning the welfare of Chinese both in town and abroad. The Alliance is a Chinese Students' organization in North America for the purpose of helping the Chinese students in close touch with one another and promoting their common interests. It has chapters in all leading universities and colleges in this country and Canada with a membership of more than fifteen hundred Chinese students.

The effects of the Iowa chapter are as follows:

PRIZE TO BE GIVEN WINNER OF CONTEST

(Continued from page 1)

be chosen representative to the Hamilton club contest held each year in Chicago in the fall. The Iowa's winner in this contest last year.

With two winners of second place in interscholastic preliminaries, two winners of class contests, and several men ranking high in other events of this kind, the preliminary contest next Thursday promises to be unusually close and hence full of interest to everyone. All of the play contests are held at work dring the days not the appointment competition.

The literary societies will probably turn in bodies to cheer on those respective representatives. Each society is represented by either independent.

Hawkeye Groups

At Townsend's Studio

We are ready to receive your appointments now.

22 South Clinton Street

The MIDLAND SCHOOLS TEACHERS AGENCY

1903-4, 1905 IOWA

has always made a specialty of securing positions for college students and graduates. Its facilities and services are uncompromising. Ask your former college mates.

G. R. Scroggins, Proprietor and Manager.

300 Tennyson Building, Des Moines, Ia.

No "Hesitation Waltz" on the Coalmans' Program

In these vaudeville days when people live out of the "baker's shop and urbane," according to Redmond Walsh, nobody will wait long for the "orchestra's kind of service at THOMPSON'S
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Enhanced and Remodeled

We are now ready to give you the quickest and best service.
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E. Eftimes, Proprietor
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Buy a Pair of up-to-date and Sensible GLASSES
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active or former students, Iowa Institute having two men, Philomathian three and Republican three. While one of the contestants is an independent.
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baseball team in the person of Ray
Harvey, a student in the college of
pharmacy. Harvey has been a mem-
ber of the Kewanee team of the Central
association for the past two seasons and played with the Iowa
City Gold Box while that team was
in existence. He is thoroughly capa-
bile of developing material which will
make good with the rarity in years to
come, and his university friends
will be glad to learn that his ability
has been recognized.

Harvey has been given a book over
by big league scouts who say that
he is one of the most promising
minor leaguers before the public.

PADEFSKl

BOARD MAKES CHANGE, DICK RESIG CAPT.

(Continued from page one)

his resignation in the paper so hand-
ed to the board, but it is understood
that he wishes to receive his degree
and then go on to a University of
his own choosing. It is understood
that while this game was a good exhi-
bit there was a possibility he would not
return to school next year. His loss
will be felt in the team, as much
had been expected from him in his
old position at half back. A capable
substitute will be at hand however,
in the person of either Penningroth
or Evans.

The third game which was with
Carlston college was a decided substi-
tute will be at hand however,
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GLEE CLUB

Their Annual Songfest

Natural Science
February 19--8:15

Hear the glees of “ye olden days”
As well as the popular ones of today

A varied program---Not one dull moment---Songs and monologues that will make you glad!

This is the one entertainment that belongs to the whole university

Ticket Sale In Charge Of Y. W. C. A.
Get your tickets Monday at
Close Hall, Wienieke’s & Whetstones for 25 cents.
Tickets at door 35 cents

---After The Show Visit---

The Opera Confectionery Parlor
FOR REFRESHMENTS
Next Door to the Engelt Theatre

---At RIES---

BOOK STORE
Supply paper for any size
Locate Leaf Note books.
Stationery, Typewriter Paper and Ribbons, School and Office Sup
iles, Fountain Pens, Prices the Lowest.
288 E. CLINTON ST.

---Chair---

“Why Not Send Her A Box of

Fancy and

Flowers

When Words Fail”

Florist's Tokens shipped at Stewart's